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Hello!

Welcome to the Choose Creativity Community. We’ve created this family-friendly
curriculum so that you can see how easy it is to use the language of the 10 Principles of
Creativity at home. We believe that you can always be engaging with the Principles to
CHOOSE CREATIVITY and with practice, you can grow your creative confidence and
resilience as a family!

This curriculum leaves plenty of room to make your own creative mark. Please take
photos of the creativity happening in your home, write down special moments and share
them with us on Facebook and Instagram. Use the hashtag #ChooseCreativity. And
follow us on Instagram @lululeofund to see the ways in which we engage with the
Principles. 

Included in this curriculum are:

1. The 10 Principles of Creativity and their Mantras -- Print this page and display it in
your home.

2. Tips on How to Bring Choose Creativity to Life at Home -- We hope these tips will
inspire your entire family to Choose Creativity everyday.

3. 10 Creative Challenges – We have developed one challenge for each Principle, but
after completing these challenges, create your own (and share them with us).

4. Principle Fill-in Worksheet -- To celebrate completing all 10 challenges, have your
child fill in the 2 Principles that best represent them (and complete one for yourself as
well). For example: I AM Authentic & Inventive. Take a photo and share with family and
friends (and the Choose Creativity Community) on social media!

We are so excited for you to CHOOSE CREATIVITY at home!

Marina, Kevin and the Lulu & Leo Fund Team



T H E  1 0  P R I N C I P L E S  O F  C R E AT I V I T Y

A U T H E N T I C
M Y  I D E A S  C O M E  F R O M  W H O  I  A M

R E S O U R C E F U L
I  C A N  M A K E  S O M E T H I N G  F R O M  N O T H I N G

C U R I O U S
I  L I K E  T O  L E A R N  N E W  T H I N G S  A N D  T RY  O U T  N E W  I D E A S

U N C O N V E N T I O N A L
I  C A N  D O  T H I N G S  I N  U N E X P E C T E D  WAY S

PAT I E N T
I  K N O W  M Y  B E S T  I D E A S  TA K E  T I M E

E X P R E S S I V E
I  C A N  S H A R E  M Y  F E E L I N G S  I N  D I F F E R E N T  WAY S

I N T U I T I V E
I  T R U S T  M Y S E L F  A N D  W H AT  F E E L S  R I G H T  T O  M E

P R E S E N T
I  PAY  AT T E N T I O N  T O  M Y S E L F  A N D  M Y  W O R L D

I N V E N T I V E
I  C O M E  U P  W I T H  A N D  U S E  G O O D  I D E A S  I N  A L L  PA RT S  O F  M Y  L I F E

I N S P I R E D
I  G E T  I D E A S  F R O M  M Y  E V E RY D AY  L I F E  A N D  W O R L D
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TIPS ON HOW TO BRING CHOOSE CREATIVITY TO LIFE AT HOME

EMBRACE CHOOSE CREATIVITY:
Help your child grow their creative confidence by referring to them as a SuperArtist – it makes them
feel proud. Each creative Principle, or superpower, has a simple mantra to practice. Challenges can
be adapted to your child’s age level.

PRINCIPLES IN ACTION:
In many of the challenges, you will find that multiple Principles are practiced. For example, in the
Resourceful challenge, your child will practice being Resourceful to make a mandala, and at the same
time practice being Present and Patient. It's important to look for and point out these moments of
creativity. 

CREATIVE CONVERSATION:
Creativity can be incorporated into any type of activity through questioning, use of vocabulary and
commenting. Use the Principles of Creativity as inspiration for how you talk to your children – you
don’t need to use the exact Principle word over and over. Creative conversation should be natural
and Authentic.

EXPERIMENT AND PRACTICE:
Experiment with different ways of explaining and talking about the meaning of words like Intuitive,
Present, Unconventional, etc. If your child doesn’t seem to understand one explanation, try to relate
it to them in another way. Share stories about the ways you have applied the Principles to your own
life. When reading a book with your children, see if they can identify the Principles that different
characters exemplify. Who is being Inspired or Inventive; what are they Curious about? 

COMPLIMENT CREATIVITY:
Notice how and when your child naturally exemplifies the Principles of Creativity. Compliment them
when you see this, especially when it involves doing something not traditionally considered
“creative,” such as during sports or homework time. It takes patience and curiosity to solve a math
or science problem, and authenticity to write a poem or story! This will bring deeper understanding
and meaning to the words.

REAL WORLD APPLICATION:
In everyday life, notice and point out real-world examples of the Principles in action. Bringing
awareness and sharing different perspectives will create deeper appreciation and meaning for your
family.

HELP YOUR CHILD TO SEE THE POSSIBILITY IN EVERY MOMENT



Superpower:

AUTHENTIC
Repeat after me:

My ideas come from who I am.

CHALLENGE: 

Create a mask made of cardboard

inspired by what makes you

special.

EVERYDAY CONNECTION:

Emphasize that by recognizing

unique characteristics and special

qualities about themselves, they

can connect to their AUTHENTIC

selves.

CREATIVE CONVERSATION:

MATERIALS:

CHALLENGE DETAILS:

- Medium sized cardboard piece,cut into an irregular shape (this isthe face)
- Assorted sizes of cardboardpieces (these are the differentparts of the face)- Scissors

- Glue
- Any of the following: markers,crayons, oil pastels, paint,Sharpies, colored paper, magazine,newspaper or fabric scraps 

Using the cardboard pieces,

create a mask portraying your

AUTHENTIC selves. Masks can

have elements of abstraction and

realism, can be colored, drawn,

outlined or collaged in many

layers. Use your favorite colors,

designs, anything you feel

sincerely represents your special

self and what you love.

- What makes this mask you?
- What other things that inspire

you did you add to your mask?
- What are you most proud of

about yourself?- If there was something else you

could add to your mask, what

would it be?
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Superpower:

RESOURCEFUL
Repeat after me:

I can make something
from nothing.

CHALLENGE: 

Head outside to collect natural materials

to use to make a mandala. A mandala is a

powerful circular symbol seen in nature

and architecture in cultures all over the

world. A mandala helps us connect to our

inner SuperArtist, creativity and world in a

peaceful and PRESENT way.

EVERYDAY CONNECTION:

Emphasize the value of learning to use

whatever is available to you to accomplish

or create something while having fun with

the simplest of ideas and materials.

CREATIVE CONVERSATION:

MATERIALS:
- Natural materials you findoutdoors -- at the park, beach, yourbackyard -- at least 5-10 of eachmaterial

- A basket for your natural findings- A large round plate (to help guideyour creation)

- How did this project make youfeel creative?
- Do you remember a time whenyou didn’t have what you wantedbut you were able to accomplishwhat you wanted in another way?- Where are other places it wouldhelp to be RESOURCEFUL?

- Have you ever seen your parents,
siblings or friends beingRESOURCEFUL? How?
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CHALLENGE DETAILS:

Before you collect your natural

materials, think about what you are

collecting materials to make -- a

mandala is a kind of circle art that

starts with a center and builds out,

requiring you to stay PRESENT and

balanced. Go outside and gather your

materials with this in mind. Use the

plate as a guide to arrange your

materials, placing your pieces in a

balanced way around the center piece.

Once you get the hang of making a

mandala, experiment with different

ways of arranging your materials,

maybe even collecting new ones.



Superpower:

CURIOUS
Repeat after me:

I like to learn new things and
try out new ideas.

CHALLENGE: 

Create your own star constellations

and star stories INSPIRED by an

outdoor experience viewing the

star-filled night sky.

EVERYDAY CONNECTION:

Emphasize that curiosity and

asking questions brings the

intangible and abstract to life.

CREATIVE CONVERSATION:

MATERIALS:

CHALLENGE DETAILS:

- Black construction paper or cardstock
- White crayon, pen or pencil- Small star or circle stickers 

Envisioning the night sky, create

your own star constellation by

scattering stickers (or making small

holes) on black paper. Carefully

study the “stars” as a group on your

paper. Then imagine if you

connected the stars -- do you see

an image emerge? Once you “see”

an image in your stars, connect

them to expose the constellation.

Name your constellation and tell a

story about how this star pattern

came to be in the night sky. Head

outside on a dark night and see if

you can find your constellation. 

- Have you ever been CURIOUS

about the night sky? What about

it excites your curiosity?- What other types of things are

you CURIOUS about? What would

you do to learn more about them?
- What other ideas or questions

do you have about what you see

in the night sky?
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Superpower:

UNCONVENTIONAL
Repeat after me:

I can do things in
unexpected ways.

CHALLENGE: 

Use everyday objects in an

UNCONVENTIONAL way to create

a robotic character of the future.

EVERYDAY CONNECTION:

Emphasize that when you create,

materials don’t always need to be

used the way they are supposed to be

used. Some of the most unexpected,

interesting ideas start with the most

ordinary objects.

CREATIVE CONVERSATION:

MATERIALS:

CHALLENGE DETAILS:

- An assortment of everyday objects- A piece of cardboard, cut into anUNCONVENTIONAL shape andcovered in tin foil (this will be thehead, use more pieces of cardboardfor other body parts)
- Glue (or an adult-operated glue gun)- Scissors

Be UNCONVENTIONAL as you

hunt around your house to gather

everyday objects, like paperclips,

coins, assorted hardware, etc., to

be used for the features of your

futuristic character. Glue (or skip

the glue and just arrange) your

pieces onto its tin foil face,

adding as much detail as you can.

While you work, imagine what kind

of world you’d be living in if this

character came to life. 

- Who is your favorite character? Is theresomething that makes this characterUNCONVENTIONAL?
- Why did you choose these objects toincoporate into your character?

- Is there something else you’d like tomake from everyday objects?
- Have you ever seen an objectre-purposed for another use? What was it,
where did you see it and how was it used?
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Superpower:

PATIENT
Repeat after me:

I know my best ideas take time.

CHALLENGE: 

Use patience to build a marble

run made from recycled materials.

EVERYDAY CONNECTION:

Emphasize the importance of

taking time and recognizing that

building and creating something

the way you envision requires

repetitive run-throughs, practice

and experimentation.

CREATIVE CONVERSATION:

MATERIALS:

CHALLENGE DETAILS:

- Recycled materials such as cerealboxes, toilet paper and papertowel rolls, paper cups/plates, etc.- Scissors
- Masking or painters tape- Marbles
- Small container (to catch themarble)
- A door or wall in your house 

Find a wall or door to create your

marble run. Use scissors to cut the

recycled materials into pieces.

Shape and form the pieces, then

tape them to the surface.

Remember to test your marble run

several times with each piece you

add, recognizing the importance of

patience in the functionality of your

creation.

- How did you use patience during

this project? What parts of your

project did you need to be more

PATIENT for?
- If you did this project again,

how would you build it differently?
- Can you think of other times in

your life when you would like to

be more PATIENT?
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Superpower:

EXPRESSIVE
Repeat after me:

I can share my feelings
in different ways.

CHALLENGE: 

Choose a poem or song to learn

and perform that is meaningful to

you. 

EVERYDAY CONNECTION:

Emphasize that self-expression

comes in many different forms.

Reading, listening to, writing and

performing music and poetry are

all ways of connecting to and

expressing your creative self.

CREATIVE CONVERSATION:

MATERIALS:

CHALLENGE DETAILS:

- Poetry books or music playingdevice
- Online music and poetry resources- Paper
- Colored pencils or pens

Spend some time reading 

EXPRESSIVE poetry and song lyrics

that spark your curiosity. Pick one

that you are INSPIRED to learn and

perform. Be PATIENT while you

memorize and practice your

poem/song -- you may want to

write it out or illustrate different

parts of it. Once you’ve learned it,

add EXPRESSIVE gestures and

facial expressions to your

performance. And when you feel

confident that you are ready,

gather your family for showtime!

- Which of your creative superpowers

did you find yourself using while
learning and performing your
poem/song?

- What INSPIRED you to choose this

particular poem/song to perform?- What are your favorite lines or
words in your poem/song?- How were you able to be extra

EXPRESSIVE with your poem/song?
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Superpower:

INTUITIVE
Repeat after me:

I trust myself and what
feels right to me.

CHALLENGE: 

Create a series of “Blind Contour

Drawings” -- an approach to

drawing without judging your

work for not looking the way it is

“supposed” to look.

EVERYDAY CONNECTION:

Emphasize the value of learning to

rely on your intuition and feelings,

and not solely what you think and

know.

CREATIVE CONVERSATION:

MATERIALS:

CHALLENGE DETAILS:

- Paper
- A paper plate with a pencil pokingthrough the middle of itor
- A blindfold 

“Blind Contour Drawing” is a

special way to draw using many of

your creative skills. When you draw

this way, you should not be able to

see what you are drawing, so you

will use your intuition. Choose a few

simple objects to start with. Use the

plate, blindfold or simply look

straight ahead at the object, and

draw it. Once you feel comfortable

being INTUITIVE, draw portraits of

each family member. Use a mirror to

do a selfie!

- What was it like to draw without
looking at your paper? How did it
make you feel? What surprised you

about your work? What did you find

interesting about your work?- Can you think of another time in
your life when you were INTUITIVE?

When you felt like you really listened

to yourself to decide something?- Is there something you learned
about yourself by doing this activity?
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Superpower:

PRESENT
Repeat after me:

I pay attention to myself
and my world.

CHALLENGE: 

Turn your everyday walk to school

(or any walk) into an

UNCONVENTIONAL alphabet hunt.

Sketch, write descriptive notes or

photograph your letter findings.

EVERYDAY CONNECTION:

Emphasize the importance of

noticing the interesting details of

ordinary objects in their

surroundings.

CREATIVE CONVERSATION:

MATERIALS:

CHALLENGE DETAILS:

- A mobile device with a cameraor 
- A notebook and pencil

Head outside in your neighborhood

and embark on an alphabet

treasure hunt. Take photos or jot

down notes in a notebook of letters

that catch your eye. See if you can

find hidden letters or letters that are

disguised as other everyday objects.

When you’ve spotted an interesting

letter to photograph, experiment

with other ways of capturing the

letter with your camera or in a

drawing. 

- While being PRESENT during this

project, what other objects, colors,

shapes or backgrounds did you
notice?

- If you were a photographer, what

would you take photos of?- Can you think of other times in
your life when you would like to be

more PRESENT?
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Superpower:

INVENTIVE
Repeat after me:

I come up with and use good
ideas in all parts of my life.

CHALLENGE: 

Construct a set of INVENTIVE

paintbrushes from

UNCONVENTIONAL materials and

paint a creation.

EVERYDAY CONNECTION:

Emphasize that by being

INVENTIVE and thinking

differently, kids will have the

ability to come up with unexpected

and exciting ideas to develop

new ways of doing things.

CREATIVE CONVERSATION:

MATERIALS:

CHALLENGE DETAILS:

- An assortment of Q-tips, straws,cotton balls, toilet paper rolls,chopsticks, toothpicks, etc.- Scissors
- Masking tape
- Paint
- Paint tray or paper plate- Scratch paper (to experimentwith your materials and brushes)- Thick paper or paper plate (foryour creation)

Examine your various materials,

noticing their different features.

Experiment on scratch paper

to see what kind of unique stroke

each brush makes. Then, use the

masking tape and the various

materials to construct innovative 

paintbrushes where each

INVENTIVE paintbrush has its own

special purpose. Create an artwork

with your new set of brushes.

- How would you describe each

of your new INVENTIVE
paintbrushes? How would you

sell it to a painter?- What is something you use in

your daily life that could use

improvement? What changes

would you make?- What else can you invent

with the materials you used

today?
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Superpower:

INSPIRED
Repeat after me:

I get ideas from my everyday
life and world.

CHALLENGE: 

Use colored tape to bring life to

an empty wall, door or window

in your home.

EVERYDAY CONNECTION:

Emphasize the idea that they can

use what inspires them to

transform, not just an empty wall

but any part of their life. And, that

they can inspire others with their

creativity!

CREATIVE CONVERSATION:

MATERIALS:

CHALLENGE DETAILS:

- Colored masking or painters tape- Scissors
- An empty door, wall, window,corner or tabletop in your house 

Find an empty surface that could

use some colorful inspiration.

Create a drawing on this surface

using colored tape to express your

vision. Use scissors to cut your tape

into different sizes, experiment

with ways of creating different

types of lines and overlap tape

pieces to depict your idea. Don’t

forget to tell people who or what

INSPIRED you!

- How does it feel to use tape to
create your design? Are you able to

express yourself the way you want

to?

- What other ordinary surfaces do
you have that could use an inspiring

tape creation? What would you
make?

- What is something that has
INSPIRED you that you wouldn’t
normally expect to be INSPIRED by?
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I    AM

&

I  CHOOSE  CREATIVITY!




